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Ten Things Women Need To Know Who Are Thinking About Divorce

Mid adult woman toying with gold wedding ring on finger
Like childbirth, I feel that no one tells you the real truth about the divorce process. Here are some things to consider when thinking
about divorce and if you can live with them, then you may be ready:
His affair will not shock a judge:
The fact that he violated the sacred rule of marriage by having an affair will not make a judge blink his/her eye. A court will not
typically agree that because he was a bad husband, he is now a bad father. Therefore the effect of an affair (even an affair with your
best friend) will not have an impact on the determinations a court makes in terms of custody.
Be prepared to do everything yourself.
While you may already feel that you already do everything yourself anyway and his absence will not be noticed, there are few times
that it may be and you should be ready for that. It may be cold out, but the garbage is now not going to go out by itself. He may
also not be home most of the time, but there are the few Sundays that he is in the house watching football, so you can at least run to
do an errand or two and leave the kids at home. Those days of the simple escape may be gone.
Understand and accept that he will have time alone with your children:
Many Moms do not think about the fact that, except in rare situations, the Fathers will have time alone with the children which will
more often than not, include overnights. This will mean that you will have little to no control on what he serves them for dinner
(McDonalds anyone?) and what time they go to bed (ok - you can watch one more movie). I have seen many clients stay in
marriages for this reason alone.
The divorce process can take a long time:
While on TV the divorce case typically concludes and settles in the hour show (including commercials), it typically takes much
longer in real life. If you litigate it can take years and even if you settle quickly, it can be at least three to six months before you are
actually divorced. A marriage can happen in a less than an hour... but not the divorce.
You do not have to go to Court to get divorced:
Many people are under the mistaken presumption that the only way to get divorced is to go to Court and see a judge. That idea is so
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scary that many people stay in marriages just to avoid it. However, there are other amicable ways that are much more constructive
and less scary such as the mediation process and the collaborative law process. Both result in divorce as well.
Do not bad mouth your spouse on social media:
He claims to be working late but then you were looking at the credit card bill and see that his just incurred a charge at a wine bar.
You are furious and who do you turn to? Your best friends on Facebook or twitter. f you are thinking about divorce or going
through a divorce - put on mittens and stay away from your iphone!
Divorce mourning is a real thing:
Some people feel that divorce can be worse than death. In divorce, you are reminded of the failed relationship and the anger
remains each time your ex picks up the children for his weekend. It is ok and even expected to go through a mourning process.
The Social Divorce:
While everyone knows about the legal divorce that ends the marriage, few people think about the social divorce. Friends may feel
the need to chose sides. It is his best friend's wife from high school that is now one of your closest friends, but she may not be
comfortable being your confidant anymore or you may not be comfortable having her as your confidant either. Your phone contacts
may change.
Hobbies:
While the last thing you can think of is adding something else to your to-do list when you now have to add taking out the garbage to
your list, I suggest you find a hobby you enjoy. There is going to be downtime after a divorce that you did not have before (every
other weekend may be free when your children are with your ex), you do not want to spend that time staring out the window
thinking about the "could have beens" or the "I should have just done that". You should start to create your enjoyable distraction
before the divorce process begins so it can be a comfort to you during and after.
You are not a bad Mother or person for ending the marriage:
The studies show that children fare better when you have two parents that are happy in separate households than when you have two
parents who are unhappy in the same household. Your children want you to be happy and if you feel that ending the marriage you
are in will open you both up to healthier relationships that your children can role model, then maybe it is the right decision for you
and your family.
Jacqueline Newman (http://nycdivorcelawyer.com ) is a New York City based divorce lawyer and experienced NY matrimonial
law expert. As managing partner of a top tier 5th Avenue Manhattan law firm focused exclusively on divorce, her practice runs the
gamut from prenups for high net worth people contemplating marriage to high conflict matrimonial litigation in dissolutions
involving complex financial assets and difficult custody issues. A law school lecturer and New York continuing legal education
instructor, Jacqueline sheds her fearsome advocate persona to teach mediation and collaborative law as alternatives to lengthy
courtroom brawls.
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